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SOUTH FROM BARLEY 
Sales of South from Barley have gone well with over fifty copies despatched to New 
Zealand alone. Work is well underway on the next project which is the history of the 
development of the area around White Hart Lane and Devonshire Hill Lane which 
was, arguably, the last rural segment of the district until well into the third decade of 
the last century. Many will recall the family stories of the South children walking 
across the fields to school and of the lonely country lanes.  

Before the publication of South from Barley a more experienced author commented 
that as soon as the book was published further information would be discovered too 
late for inclusion. This wisdom has proved to be correct. The last Update (Update No 
51) summarised the cache of letters written by Samuel South(2) to his New Zealand 
relatives and another important document has now come into the possession of the 
Archive. It had been thought that the sale document of the Angel Road pottery by 
Joseph South to his son Samuel South(1) in February 1874 had long since disappeared 
although a photograph of the document had survived. Contact has been made with 
Alan South, grandson of Samuel South(3), who acquired the bill of sale on the death 
of his grandfather. Alan has generously donated the document to the Archive and 
thanks are due to him not only for the donation but also for looking after it over the 
past years. A copy is reproduced on the next page. 

Over recent months several interesting and important contacts have been made 
through the website including with the descendants of the Margrove and Hayhoe 
families who were the last occupiers of Devonshire Hill Farm. Also with the Moody 
family which had a long association with the South pottery. Their memories appear on 
the following pages.        

 
 



SALE DOCUMENT FEBRUARY 1874 



JOSEPH SOUTH 
In addition to the letters described in Update 51 Judith Cranefield also provided other 
information about Joseph South. 

 

 

Emmaline Taylor was the half sister of Mary Ann, the second wife of Joseph South. 
When Emmaline emigrated to New Zealand in 1887 it is apparent that Joseph helped 
with the payment for her passage and the above receipt was issued.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
On arrival in Dunedin Joseph established a brickfield at Anderson’s Bay and later in 
Walton Park on land leased from the provincial government.   
  
 



HAYHOE FAMILY 
Samuel and Emma Hayhoe with their six children moved into Devonshire Hill 
Farmhouse in 1918 and were to be the last tenants vacating the property shortly before 
its demolition in 1936. Samuel had enjoyed a colourful career which included playing 
Dick Whittington’s cat in pantomime. During their occupation pigs were raised and 
vegetables grown on the holding. The produce, refreshments and sweets were sold 
from a stall set up on the green outside the entrance to the farm.  
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Chickens were raised in the farmyard diary for their eggs. At Christmas time George 
would kill some of the poultry for the family and for sale. The Margroves kept two 
horse and traps, a small carriage that Alice could drive when she was old enough and 
a larger one used for family outings. She also had a pony that she would ride bareback 
in the neighbouring fields. George Margrove travelled in the larger trap on his visits 
to the local inns. So long as he remembered the name of the horse and where he had 
left the trap George could be taken home without further guidance on his part. 

Three of the sons enlisted for active service during the First World War. Two were 
injured and the third, Frederick Margrove, a private in the Royal Fusiliers, was killed 
in action in November 1917. In 1916 the Weekly Herald reported that Sergeant S E 
Wright the son-in-law of George Margrove also serving in the Royal Fusiliers had 
been awarded the Military Medal for bravery. He had taken part in the battle of Loos 
and in a later action despite serious injuries continued to assist his comrades to safety 
for which actions the decoration was awarded. The injuries he received resulted in the 
partial amputation of his left arm but he escaped death because a cigarette tin in his 
pocket had diverted a bullet from his heart.       

MOODY FAMILY 
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